
Automate your stockpile measurements, survey terrain mapping and
change detection, eliminate risks and optimize resources.



Optimize your mining production
LiDARit SmartBox is an intelligent LiDARit system that is integrated with any of our sensors and allows you to carry out
measurements of stockpiles of materials automatically.

Select the area where you will periodically extract your production and program the f requency in which it will
be measured.

While you are concentrating on other tasks, SmartBox will execute the mission automatically, without
stopping your production or putting your staff at risk.

Receive your measurements the same day, and monitor your mine production.

SmartBox Benefits
With SmartBox you don't have to stop your
production to measure, it eliminates risks for
your field staff and your equipment.

Delivery time of your
measurements

In monthly data
processing savings

Faste data gathering Error margins



SmartBox includes:

LiDARit
System

Select the system that
best suits your needs.

Drone
Alta 8 Industrial Drone. Data processing

plan
Personalized processing plan, get

your measurements as often as
you need

Study case
One of the largest copper mines in the world decided to work with LiDARit
Smartbox. At the beginning measuring the extraction of their materials took
more than 15 days, so they needed to find a solution that would allow them to
obtain accurate measurements in record time without interrupting the
production process.

"It took us two weeks to measure deposits using a ground laser. Then we tried
photogrammetry, but it didn´t yield the volumetric accuracy we need. LiDARit
provides the technology that gives us accurate and quality results in just three
hours" Project Control Leader.

Scanning size área:

85 Acres

Workfield time:

With ground laser: 4 days

With LiDARit SmartBox:
40 minutes



Classified Point Cloud of extracted
area:

Stockpile profile:

Total size of material accumulated in the stockpile: 882469,4 m3

Observe an interactive example in which you will be able to see the Classified Point Cloud and the Digital Terrain Model
of the extraction area; as well as the volumetric measurement of the extracted material.

See Example

Optimize resources and boost your mining projects with LiDARit's SmartBox.
Join the LiDARit revolution.

Write to us and talk to one of our agents.
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